
An atypical task for 
OMMELIFT 2300 EX
Project EagleTV Articulated riser – 

perfect for vertical 
tracking

Demand for trailer-mounted 
Ommelifts

Built to last!

”We are happy to assist project EagleTv. With the Ommelift DOF could quickly 
access the eagle nest without disturbing the eagles. ” Kristian Rasmussen, KR-Udlejning

KR-Udlejning rents out for both pri-
vate and business customers. It is 
crucial for the company that the lifts 
runs smoothly and the customers don’t experience 
operational problems.

The 2300 EX trailer mounted lift has  articulated riser 
which enables reach across branches and similar. 
The dual parallelogram makes manoeuvring vertically 
alongside the trunk possible.

EagleTv is a project by Dansk Ornitologisk Forening/
Birdlife Denmark, (DOF) who wants to livestream the 
everyday life of a white-tailed eagle family, from their 
nest. 
To help set-up the webcam, DOF contacted Kristian 
Rasmussen from KR-Udlejning Rental, Denmark. 
DOF needed a lift to nigotiate the soft forest floor in 
order to reach the nest in the treetop. The purpose 
was to install direct video streaming from the eagles’ 
nest, so ornithologists can follow the white-tailed 
eagles live on EagleTV 24/7.
It is essential that the eagles are approached with 
a minimum of noise, as this can affect their general 
wellbeing. DOF used to climb but has found it less 
disturbing and more convenient to use a lift instead. 
The lift battery drive secured that DOF was reducing 
noice to a minimum.

Trailer-mounted Ommelifts
√ Compact dimensions

√ User-friendly controls

√ Increased outreach

√ Minimum noise and no pollution with green battery   
    power

See live 
EagleTV here

Eagle from the 
nest, Lolland, 

Denmark.

KR-Udlejning services both private and business 
customers. Their lifts must work every time, and  
customers must not experience operational problems. 

After DOF has used the Ommelift, they have decided 
to use this as the standard method 
for accessing the eagles’ nest. 
The next project for the 2300 EX 
will be to ring the eaglets.

https://www.ommelift.dk/lifte/larvefodslifte/knaekarm-larvefodslifte/2750-rxj
http://www.jmtrykluft.dk
https://www.dof.dk/en/eagle-tv
https://www.dof.dk/en/eagle-tv

